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I am scientist, university professor, and author.
I have studied reading, language, learning for many years.
I am concerned about low literacy levels in this country.
Especially among children who are at risk because of factors that can affect
learning
developmental conditions
dyslexia, hearing issues, ADHD, speech/language disorders, others
environmental conditions
low income, underserved communities
insufficient resources in home, schools, communities
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Another environmental condition:
How children are taught
reading, language, knowledge of the world

We know a great deal about these topics
cognitive sciences, cognitive neuroscience

Very little of it is incorporated in
teacher education (also principals, superintendents, secretaries of education)
development of curricula, instructional materials & practices, assessments

Idea! We could improve literacy outcomes by incorporating more of
this science.
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I wrote a book about it.
Review of the basic science
Educational implications
History of the disconnection between science, education
What can be done
I wasn’t the first researcher to address these issues.
Keith Stanovich, Marilyn Adams, others in 1990s.
Contributed to “Reading Wars”
Main impact: Whole Language was re-branded as Balanced Literacy
No significant changes in classroom.
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The idea of using the “science of reading” to improve literacy finally caught on.
Amplified by Emily Hanford’s audio documentaries
Dana Goldstein’s book, The Teacher Wars.
SoR taken up by state, national advocacy groups for dyslexics (Decoding Dyslexia, others)
And by new organizations such as The Reading League.

A lot has happened!
1. Legislation in many states related to reading
teacher certification
mandates that curricula, practices be based on the science of reading
investment in PD for in-service teachers to bring them up to speed (LETRS)
more is coming
2. Authors and publishers of major curricula are scrambling to include SoR
Calkins, Fountas & Pinnell
3. States have invested heavily in professional development (PD) for teachers
Mainly: LETRS.
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Demand for information about the “science of reading” is sky high.
SoR based curricula began to appear: Kilpatrick, Hegerty
Companies large and small are marketing courses, workshops, webinars, etc.
Many teachers eagerly adopting “science of reading” approach.
Also sharing materials via teacherspayteachers.com.
Facebook group “The Science of Reading: What I Should Have Learned In
College” has 140,000 members.
There’s a #scienceofreading corner of TikTok. Short videos explaining science
and demonstrating science-based methods.
One creator has over a million likes and 100,000 followers.
(That person is having more influence on what happens in classrooms than any
scientist)
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All good, right?
Yes and no.
Yes:
Greater awareness of fallacies underlying Whole Language/Balanced Literacy.
Greater awareness that there is a large body of relevant research to draw on.
Stoked interest in connecting research and practice.
Legislation in response to lack of movement from schools of education.
Are legislative remedies effective? Can you mandate what, how teachers
teach?
IDK, but it got the attention of curriculum publishers.
(Maybe legislation would get the attention of schools of education.)
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But, what is the “science of reading” that is having these effects?
Here the situation is not so positive.
The science of reading—research on reading and related topics like language and
development—is a massive body of research gathered over many decades.
An international endeavor involve numerous disciplines, methods, researchers,
laboratories, languages, writing systems, cultures/peoples.
The “science of reading” attempts to use this research to improve education.
We need to call this “the science of reading movement”.
These are very different.
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Reading Research
= Actual Science of Reading

Science of Reading Movement

Basic research conducted by researchers with
relevant training, experience.

People, organizations that interpret science for
teachers, other practioners.

Many participants around the world.
High level of scientific literacy: how research is
conducted, what is known and what isn’t.
Findings published in peer-reviewed research
journal subject to peer review.
Demands familiarity with previous literature,
continually updated as science advances.
Audience is mainly other researchers, some
popularization.
A lot of research relevant to clasroom, but left to
others to implement.
Not involved in teacher education.
“advisory” involvement in developing products, at
best..
Not teaching in the classroom.
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They are middlemen* between research, practice.
A relatively small number of “thought leaders”.
Mostly educators, policy advocates with little
background in relevant research. Often, former
teachers.
Low level of scientific literacy, familiarity with
research literature.
Information distributed via books, websites,
webinars, social media.
Content is not “peer reviewed.”
Only “market reviewed”: sales, hits, followers,
market share, profitability.
Audience is people with little scientific background
but high interest in learning about it.
*intermediaries?
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What happens when

demand for information about reading research is high, and
knowledge of the field is low?

You get a “science of reading” movement without much science.
It can’t go very deep.
It has to focus on simple findings that can be understood without much background
As chosen by people who are not themselves researchers or experts in the relevant science.
That is what has happened.

My concern: This reduction of the actual research to a few digestible concepts is
not adequate and potentially harmful.
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Think this is too harsh?
Let’s look at some recent developments. Let’s focus on
Efficacy: is an instructional method, curriculum, program effective in
teaching reading to children?
Efficiency: how much time does it take for how much benefit? Does the
program work within limited time available for reading instruction?
Equity: does the method work with children from varied backgrounds,
including language, language variety (dialect), socioeconomic status,
resources in home/school/community?
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Here’s what I am going to conclude:
Efficacy: is an instructional method, curriculum, program effective in teaching reading to
children
Efficacy of newer methods, curricula based on “science of reading” is not known.
They have been implemented without field testing, evaluation.
They incorporate foundational assumptions that are contradicted by research.
We need to do better.
Efficiency: how much time does it take for how much benefit? Does the program work
within limited time available for reading instruction?
“SoR” based practices are needlessly time-consuming, allocating time to activities far
beyond what is necessary to advance reading.
Opportunity costs: that time could have been spent on other needed instruction in other
areas.
We need to do better.
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Equity: does the method work with children from varied backgrounds,
including language, language variety (dialect), socioeconomic status,
resources in home/school/community?
NO.
Educational materials, practices were developed with only some children in mind.
They do not work equally well for children from all backgrounds.
They do not adequately consider how lessons work for different children.
They rely on availability of resources outside the home, which are not equally available.
They may inadvertently magnify effects of inequities, increase rather than decrease “gaps”.
We need to do better.
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Note:

Let there be no confusion:
Beginning readers need instruction to gain foundational skills
letters, letter names + sounds, how letters combine to spell words
how writing system represents spoken words
spelling-sound correspondences (“phonics”)
sound-spelling corresondences
mappings between spelling, sound, and meaning.
which depends on knowledge of spoken language, knowledge of the
world

The questions are about what to teach, how, how much, when, for which children.
So that we can achieve efficacy, efficiency, and equity.
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Seidenberg et al., RRQ, 2020

1. Science of Reading Movement is limited to
a few classic studies that are relatively easy to understand
with reliance on a few authorities (individuals, organizations)
This is the antithesis of how science is done.
This level of understanding isn’t an adequate foundation for creating effective
curricula, practices. Or evaluating products.
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The “science of reading” is like Classic Rock
The Simple View of Reading
The Five Pillars of Instruction
Ehri Stages in Orthographic Learning
The 4-Part Processor
The Reading Rope
The Baseball Study
A few others

Great songs (mostly). Worth hearing if you haven’t already.
If that’s your taste, listen all you want.
You’re free to ignore everything that happened after.
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Great studies (mostly). Worth knowing if you don’t already.
A fine place to start.
But, you’re not free to ignore everything that happened after.
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Main problem with relying on Classic Studies:
They didn’t address the most important issues!
What to teach, when, how much, for whom.
Efficacy, Efficiency, Equity
Consequence:
Translating this limited science into practice requires making many other
assumptions.
These may not be supported by other research.

But a person would have to know more of the research to recognize that!
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One of my main examples: The SVR. Which SVR?

talk later?
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The Reading League, a nonprofit organization that offers various services recently issued a policy
statement about “the science of reading” that endorses a focus on Classic Rock studies.
Because that’s what teachers can understand.

No.
This is giving up too much.
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We need to increase shared knowledge, not narrow focus to a few classic studies.
At best those studies provide some basic insights about how reading works.
They did not address crucial educational issues:
Efficacy
Efficiency
Equity
They are being used to support a variety of practices that are unproved and ill-motivated.
They do not incorporate more recent science that speaks to these issues.
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2. Professional development is not a substitute for professional training
Current efforts to educate teachers about “the science of reading” focus on PD.
The first program and still the main one is LETRS by Moats and Tolman.
Includes a lot of interesting information about language and reading.
There are questions about how well the material provides classroom guidance.
It has a major flaw: treatment of phonemes, phonemic awareness.
It stipulates that children need to learn phonemes of a language before onset of reading instruction.

“phonemic awareness in the dark”
This is a huge mistake. It sanctions instruction that is inconsistent with much other
research.
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Developing phonemic knowledge is important for reading alphabetic writing.
Children develop this knowledge through the combination of speech and print.
Evidence from many sources.
illiterate people
people who read non-alphabetic writing
Impact of print on representation of spoken language
rhyming studies
integration of print and speech in brain
See: talks of mine on YouTube. Discussion in my book.
Series of three “Reading Meetings” on my website. seidenbergreading.net
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Implication for instruction?
Teaching phonemic awareness in the dark is like teaching children to play piano blindfolded.
This is a serious flaw in any program that has adopted the idea.
We need better alternatives. There are some. I would look at these carefully.

Others?

But is in-service professional development good enough?
It is still remedial instruction for teachers, on the job.
It’s a lot of material to learn.
Where are the schools of education?
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3. Adoption of curricula, practices only loosely linked to “science of reading”
Example: David Kilpatrick, “Equipped for Reading Success”
Early instruction curriculum.
Very little research is mentioned.
Relies mainly on Classic Studies, plus Ehri “orthographic mapping” article (2014)
A very garbled account of how reading works.
Strong recommendations that are novel, untested, inconsistent with other research.
Very popular!
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Three major features of Kilpatrick’s approach:
1. Early phonemic instruction. Phonemic awareness in the dark.
Employs phoneme deletion, phoneme substitution tasks.
These are relatively difficult tasks that load heavily on spelling.
say SPLIT with the /p/
says DOG without the /g/
say LAMB without the /m/
say SWORD without the /s/
He has children practicing these tasks until they can perform the tasks with every phoneme.
No. Much evidence that phonemic awareness depends on, is facilitated by coupling of print and speech.
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2. ”Advanced phonemic awareness”. Recommends extensive teaching of PA; more is better.
Has recently acknowledge that there is no evidence supporting this recommendation.
Shanahan: “Advanced Phonemic Awareness--That Ship Has Sailed”.
What happens to the teachers who were on board?
Shanahan blog
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3. “Orthographic mapping” learning sight words
OM is a term introduced by Ehri.
Kilpatrick uses this theory as the justification for his recommendations about sight words, phonics.
Let’s leave aside the fact that there are other more extensive theories of how children learn to read words.
In “triangle” theories, no sight words. Same system for learning all words. Just word by word differences in skill.
Seidenberg & McClelland 1989 and after.

Kilpatrick misinterpreted the Orthographic Mapping theory. Ehri, recently posted communication.
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Why does this matter?
The Kilpatrick curriculum is enormously popular.
It is said to be based on the “science of reading”.
It emphasizes phonemic awareness, one of the 5 areas mentioned in the NRP report (2002).
It seems science-y.
It includes novel recommendations about teaching phonemes, phonemic awareness, sight words.
These are untested.
They are contradicted by other research that are outside his awareness.
Dunning-Kruger Effect: a person who overestimates their knowledge. Doesn’t know what they don’t know.
What about Kilpatrick’s followers? The people who rely on him. They inherit his limitations.
He doesn’t know what he doesn’t know.
They don’t know that he doesn’t know what he doesn’t know.
Dunning-Kruger Effect By Proxy.
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We are seeing a repetition of what happened with Whole Language:
an approach that is widely adopted in advance of evidence that it works.
As with Whole Language, teachers who have adopted Kilpatrick’s curriculum will now be faced with
unlearning what they had been taught.
Right now, a large uncontrolled experiment with thousands of children and their teachers.
Be clear about this: the problem is not with “the science of reading”. It is with this version of it as
implemented in this curriculum.
We need to do better.
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I have other concerns about the superficial application of “the science of reading” in education.
I will list a few and we can talk about them further if there is interest.

4. Over-emphasis on explicit instruction, learning rules.
44 phonemes of English
Phonics rules
Phonemic awareness tasks
Sight words
Spelling rules
Rules for pronouncing the past tense
Syllable types
Morpheme types
Others?
Learning rules is slow. It is another form of rote learning. Learning a rule has a benefit: generalization.
But, costs are very high and rules are not the only basis for generalization. Neural networks generalize
without learning rules. Brains employ such networks.
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Skilled reading is automatic—like a reflex. Readers focus on the content, not the process.
Rules are only needed so that child catches on to what there is to learn.
Goal is to create conditions where children learn without explicit instruction, monitoring.
Most of what they actually learn happens implicitly—without conscious awareness.
Statistical learning, studied extensively, starts in infancy.
Much current research on how new information can be gained from properties of texts.
Overview: Seidenberg & MacDonald, 2018, Topics in Language Disorders, 38, 66-83.
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5. Loss of focus on the goal
The goal is reading. Instruction is there to advance this goal.
Instruction in elements such as
performance on PA tasks
ability to identify phonemes, syllable types, morpheme types
phonics rules, other rules
is justifiable to the extent it advances this goal.
There is no special award for knowing 44 phonemes or memorizing 100 spelling rules.
There are many awards for people who can read well.
Instruction needs to be conditionalized on child’s progress.
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6. Efficiency
Instruction takes time.
There is a lot to learn.
Classroom time is limited.
Resources may or may not be available outside of school.
The clock is ticking. 4th grade is coming!
Both researchers and “science of reading” advocates focus on evidence that a method “works.”
But, less attention to costs vs. benefits.
How much instruction to get how much of a boost?
Is amount of time it took to obtain effect in a research study realistic in real world?
Opportunity costs: what could we have been doing instead?
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7. Equity. Last in this list, but not least!
Educational materials, practices assume an idealized student who
talks a certain way
shares certain kinds of experiences and background knowledge
has access to resources outside of school
comes to school every day
understands the teacher
has adequate nutrition, non-chaotic home life
etc. etc. etc.
These assumptions are obviously not valid for many learners
Makes learning more difficult.
See Washington & Seidenberg (2021) for discussion, recommendations.
Julie’s talk.
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Let me summarize
Using research on reading and related topics to improve literacy outcomes is a still a great
idea. And there have been successes (e.g., dyslexia). We also want to maintain momentum.
But, it has to be effective.
In my view, success is not guaranteed because of the shallowness of the science.
Which is resulting in the adoption of practices that are inspired by research but not closely
tied to it.
Practices such as heavy emphasis on explicit instruction exist because the literature hasn’t
been adequately digested.
Relying on “thought leaders” is not a good plan, in science or in “the science of reading”
This will open a door for people who are hostile to using reading research to improve
practices.
The solution is: Better translation of research to practice. Increasing knowledge of research.
Closer collaboration between practitioners, researchers, educators.
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Thank you to all the teachers, reading specialists, and other dedicated
individuals who are highly effective and have helped so many children
become readers.
This talk is about finding ways to make that the standard practice for all
literacy professionals and the standard outcome for children.
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Thank you for listening!

The Reading League Journal (2020)
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